PITTSBURGH TRI-STATE CHAPTER NCRS
GREENWOOD’S HUBBARD CHEVY JUDGING MEET

10/16-17, 2021

By Don Geary
This meet was our annual fall chapter judging meet in Hubbard, Ohio. Over 40 NCRS members
registered for the meet and we had 10 flight judged cars, 6 sportsman displays and one Bowtie
display. We had over 30 judges and 4 tabulators, so it was quite a well attended event.
Steve Rotunno from Greenwood Chevy was our host and he started by welcoming us to his
dealership. Ken Jelley was our local PTSC member who organized the event and the logistics for
everything. Bill Bryan handled all the judging work for the event, with Jim Wainwright also working
the registration duties before and during the event. Bob Stokes brought our apparel and set up a
table and actually made some sales. All I did was welcome everybody at the beginning and handed
out awards at the end, with a lot of thanks for the whole team to put it all together (I judged a little
bit in the middle).
This was another of our two-day events with 5 judging points being earned if you attended the
judging school and operations judging on Saturday and participated in judging on Sunday. All the
flight cars and display cars were indoors and all 10 flight cars earned Top Flight. We certainly had a
mix of cars as well, with cars in C1, C2, C3, C4, C5. Lots of beautiful cars and plenty of judging
opportunities.
Overall this is the kind of event that NCRS and our PTSC chapter is all about. The mutual love of these
cars brings us together, but it’s the people and friendships that are made during these events that
last. We all enjoyed a great dinner Saturday night and got to know our fellow members even better.
Once again, it was a awesome event and we have already booked our date next year for this meet.

